
CHAPTER 1 CLASSWORK Hands-on / Skill Learning



TASK #1 – PAYING FOR HEALTHCARE

You are opening a new facility/organization in an 
underserved area with a high healthcare need. You 
have one million dollars ($1,000,000.00) to create a 
compensation plan for the following groups: Surgeons, 
Anesthesia, Pharmacy, Hospitalists, Nursing, 
Administration, and Ancillary services. Using your 
resources (slides, technology, book, etc.) create a 
preliminary compensation plan. The Governing Board 
will not extend the $1,000,000.00 budget. That is firm. 
Justify your answers with source citation.  

Work together with your peers 

to create an expenditure plan

and submit your answers on one

sheet of paper with everyone’s 

name on it for credit. 



TASK #2- NURSING CARE PATTERNS
You work at an acute rehab facility and are the 

Lead LNA. You come to work and need to 

create the assignment sheet, lunch schedule, 

and task list for the day. 

There are 59 patients and 9 LNAs. The Charge 

nurse has four patients and will need an LNA 

assigned to him specifically. Each patient in an 

odd numbered room needs a bath/shower and 

linen change today. All patient rooms are single 

patient rooms. 

Make a an assignment and task sheet and 

create a lunch schedule. Please remember that 

each LNA will need a buddy to cover their 

patients while they go to lunch. See the sample 

sheet provided and create on a sheet of paper 

on your own.



TASK #3- MEETING SAFETY GOALS

The Medical/Surgical Dept. Director wants to focus a one of the 2017 
NPSG’s to promote optimal patient outcome and increase patient 
satisfaction scores. 

Visit the TJC website, look up the National Patient Safety Goals, and 
decide which goal you feel is going to be manageable to incorporate 
and who would perform and be accountable to each facet of the 
Safety Goal being implemented. 

Be able to explain why you chose that specific goal and state your 
groups goal (outcome) you plan to meet. Be able to describe how you 
feel your plan will improve patient satisfaction and promote optimal 
patient outcome. Each group will select one speaker to present on 
behalf of the group.  


